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The ASUOP Senate took
action last month by impeaching
the speaker of the Senate, RaeAnn
L. Ramsey, following a period of
discussion, which had begun ear
lier in the fall. The impeachment
took place at a Senate meeting
held on March 22.
Ramsey was removed from
office, according to Iu-jin Ong,
the School of Business and Public
Administration senator, because
she had not maintained a good
relationship with the constituent
schools and had failed to fulfill
her duties as the speaker.
"People felt that she had not
been a good liaison between the
managers, UPBEAT and the

schools," said Ali E. Wyro, the
parliamentarian of the Senate.
"The lines of communication had
been severed. There were also
complaints that she didn't hold
office hours."
A statement, authored by
Wyro and Steven W. Dean,
College of the Pacific Association
senator, was presented to the
Senate this past Monday regard
ing the impeachment. "The
ASUOP Senate would like it to be
known that the impeachment of
the former speaker of the Senate
was due to violations of the
speaker's duties as described in
the ASUOP constitution. The
speaker specifically violated
Article II, Section 5A, Subsection
3, which states that the speaker is,
'Responsible for Senate relations

with the University community.'
We feel that it was in the best
interest of the ASUOP organiza
tion and the UOP student body
to have removed the speaker from
office. During this period of
transition, we the Senate are
hopeful that our recent actions
will initiate a more productive
line of communication between
the UOP student body and the
administration."
At the March 22 Senate meet
ing several senators voiced their
opinions. "I and many other
have questioned her ability
(Ramsey) to communicate with
numerous individuals within the
University community," said
Dean. "At times, the speaker's
conduct and demeanor toward
members of the Senate have been
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less than satisfactory."
"I believe that college reflects
the real world," said Ong. "What
do companies do to their leaders
who don't do their job? They fire
them. Senate will send a positive
message to the University by
impeaching RaeAnn."
Tamarin Janssen, the former
speaker pro-tem, is now the
speaker. Although Ramsey was
removed from the position of
speaker, she still remains as the
senior class senator. Repeated
attempts have been made to con
tact Ramsey but she was unavail
able for comment at this time.
"The impeachment was proce
dural not personal," said Wyro.
According to her, the Senate is in
the process of establishing specif
ic procedures for impeachment.

Demonstrators take to the streets of Albuquerque, N.M., after the April 1992 riots that
broke out as a result of the Rodney King verdict. Last week, during spring break, students
held their breath in anticipation of the verdict, which acquitted two officers and found the
other two guilty. The whole trial has forced students around the country to re-examine race
relations, and has given black students a renewed sense of activism. More on page 2.

Two officers convicted in King trial
Cory Bergman
Assistant News Editor
After a week of delibera
tion which gripped Los
Angeles residents in anxious
anticipation, the jury on
Saturday found two of the
four Los Angeles police offi
cers guilty of violating Rodney
King's civil rights.
The verdicts brought jubi
lant cheers from people gath
ered at the First African
Methodist Episcopal Church
in Central Los Angeles, where
violence erupted last year.
But the Los Angeles streets
were peaceful in the wake of
last week's verdict, and scores
of city, state and community
leaders praised the convic

tions. Mayor Tom Bradley
hailed Sunday as "the first day
of a new life for the city of
L.A., with peace in our city
and justice in our court
room." Bradley praised city
leaders for implementing
community programs that
helped keep the peace.
The police had prepared
for a repeat of last year's vio
lence, mobilizing all 7,700 of
the city's officers and main
taining 900 National Guard
troops on the ready in nearby
armories.
The jury found Officer
Laurence Powell guilty of will
fully violating King's civil
rights by using unreasonable
force. Sgt. Stacey Koon,
Powell's superior on the night

of the beating, was also found
guilty of violating King's civil
rights by allowing the officers
under his command to use
unreasonable force. Both offi
cers face up to ten years in
prison.
Former officer
Timothy Wind and Officer
Theodore Briseno were found

(See King, page 2)
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The Stockton Ports and UOP will join
forces next Thursday to bring America's
favorite past time to the students, staff and
teachers of Pacific. "UOP Night at the
Ports" is an evening full of excitement and
fun, benefiting the Mary Graham
Children's Center here in Stockton.
The Stockton Ports (the Milwaukee
Brewer's single-A baseball team), will be
playing the Bakersfield Dodgers at 7:05
p.m. Between innings, prizes will be given
to the crowd, including such gifts as CDs,
movie passes, free dinners and much
more. One dollar beers will be sold to
those of legal age, along with soda and
other refreshments.
From 4:30 to 5:15 p.m., there will be a
free barbecue at Oak Park, right outside of
Billy Hebert Field, home of the Ports.
Another highlight of the evening will be
the faculty/student softball game at 5:30
p.m. Come and see your favorite teachers
hit a few balls against your school peers
from organizations throughout the school.
In the past, "UOP Night at the Ports"
has been an exciting event for the whole
Pacific family. This year will be no differ
ent. Tickets are on sale for four dollars in
the McCaffrey Center during the noon
hour until game day. Please support the
Stockton Ports, Pacific and the Mary
Graham Children's Center in this special
event.
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£\ CROSS THF NATION
Black student groups thrive after riots
Karen Neustadt
Staff Writer

(CPS) African-American stu
dent unions throughout the
country report an upsurge in
membership since the fiery Los
Angeles riots of last April, and
many say that while race relations
are still strained, the black voice
on campus is stronger than ever.
LeVoid Carter, vice president
of the Black Student Alliance and
a senior at Georgia State
University, said last year's three
days of rioting in Los Angeles was
"the awakening" for many who
thought racism was dying.
There are 1.3 million-black
college students on U.S. campus
es and, according to a recent U.S.
News & World Report survey of
college students, half the respon
dents reported that campus race
relations today can be character
ized only as "fair" or "poor."
"The riots were a spark that
initiated the immediate con
sciousness. They (the riots) said:
'The problem has not left us, it is
only camouflaged," said Carter,
who is a criminal justice major.
Alliance membership has sky
rocketed from 45 last April to 400
currently, and members are
intensely interested in the politi
cal life of the university commu
nity, Carter reported.
The year has not been easy for
the campus. In November, 70
students staged a two-day sit-in
and successfully demanded an
African-American studies depart
ment.
"We fought for seven and a
half years to get an AfricanAmerican Studies Department,"
Carter said. "Atlanta is the heart
of the civil rights struggle.

(Continued from page 1)
not guilty of civil-rights viola
tions.
According to legal experts,
both Powell and Koon are likely
to appeal their convictions, but
have little chance of overturning
the verdict.
"I think there are certainly
good grounds for appeal," said
Myrna Raeder, a law professor at
Southwestern University in Los
Angeles. Legal experts say the
appeals could be based on the
extensive pre-trial publicity or the
submission of a videotape of
Officer Briseno's testimony in last
year's state trial. The defense may
also attempt to show that the fed
eral trial qualified as double jeop
ardy.
Although the immediate ten
sion has subsided in Los Angeles,
police point out that the city is
more armed and dangerous than
ever. Statistics from the state
Department of Justice show that
121,548 guns of all types were
sold in Los Angeles County last
year, amounting to more than a
third of all the guns reported sold
in California.
Rev. Jessie Jackson said tens of
thousands of concerned people of
all races and from all walks of life
should march "disciplined and
peacefully" and demand that
President Clinton come to Los
Angeles and establish an urban
policy of justice and jobs for
America. "The verdict was tem
porary relief, not a remedy for
abandoned urban America,"
Jackson said.
"We could have had fire, but
God gave us fidelity and faithful
ness," said Rev. Cecil Murray,
minister of the First African
Methodist Episcopal Church.
"Correct the causes or the fire
next time. We need to build
something of lasting value."

Seventy percent of this school is
black. If there is anywhere that
should have an African-American
Studies Department, it is here.
"Initially, we received resis
tance from white students. They
thought we were silly, militant.
Now they have no problem that
we stuck our necks out. It was
reality.," Carter said.
In the fall of 1991, Fabiola
Narcisse, a sophomore majoring
in English, received a hate flier in
her University of Massachusetts
at Amherst mailbox. That's when
she and a handful of friends got
angry and formed the school's
first Black Student Union.
"We had to create a voice for
ourselves," she said.

About six months later, she
said, they were a group to be
reckoned with as the televised Los
Angeles rioting brought their
cause to a head.
Narcisse noted that Chancellor
Richard D. O'Brien is leaving the
university, and that a member of
the Black Student Union is sitting
on the search committee that will
choose his successor. "That was a
big step," she said.
"We got our voice heard defi
nitely. We met with the president
and top officials and we were
heard, loud and clear. They took
us seriously. We put pressure on
them. We told them we would
take things into our own hands,"
Narcisse added.

By John Williams
Staff Writer

BOSTON—(CPS) An orga
nization of Boston-area gay and
lesbian business professionals
has created two scholarships for
college students who support
the acceptance of homosexuals.
The Pride in Scholarship
Fund offers two annual scholar
ships, one for $2,500 and the
other for $1,000. The recipients
do not need to be gay or les
bian, but must demonstrate
that they have been active in
promoting gay and lesbian

[answer true or false]

Tri-Delta
toren Bosche
Jjjest Writer

1. • Pre-approved credit
2. • Deferred first paymen
3. • $400 cash incentive
4. • Down payment
(correct answers)
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tlfGRATITUDE is an attitude, I've sure got one! Thanks and more
lanks go out to the thousands of people on and off campus who
pde Celebrate Diversity Week '93 another phenomenal success:
[web crew from physical plant
f the talented artists and writers in University Relations
•faculty who alerted students to the academic importance of the
events

•Student Life staff who coached and cheered, arranged guest hous
ing and called for incoming faxes
ladministrators and department staff who cleared the way through
bureaucratic mazes
'the Pacifican for outstanding coverage
•the Chaplain's office for sticking with the whole process with us
•countless individuals and organizations near and far who con
tributed time, dollars and the love to put U.O.P. and Stockton
on the map as a place where acceptance IS the agenda.
If you like numbers we've got 'em. Overall Diversity Week attence was 4400, with over 500 at both opening and closing events,
iwing up at the Webs was a great event in the early evenings on
lies Lawn. *The evening panel discussions had quite a following,
(short film festival was filled and very well received. We hear that
tr 1200 papers are being written by students. Tough issues were
ught to light by talented and courageous presenters. Diversity is

Ifeence, period! Diversity is all difference. Diversity is deeper than
r of skin or costume, language or diet preference. Diversity is rootl our deepest beliefs and our subliminally motivated behaviors. As
ultivate the seeds of change here at UOP and in our world, it's up
ich one of us to challenge our beliefs on a day-to-day basis and to
new ways of relating. Celebrate Diversity Week as a year 'round
jmpaign gives us one such vehicle. Congratulations to us all for conPnously growing. And thanks to our students for leading the way by
f speaking out and demonstrating. Demonstrating know how,
Ppassion and love in action.

W-Delta holds philanthropy

|jn Bosche

UOP Opera presents
Amelia Goes to the Ball'
and scenes from 'Carmen'
On Saturday, May 1, at 8 p.m
and Sunday, May 2 at 2 p.m., in
the Faye Spanos Concert Hall
the Conservatory of Music Opera
Theatre will present scenes from
Georges Bizet's "Carmen," and
Amelia Goes To The Ball," a
comic opera in one act written by
Gian-Carlo Menotti.
The scenes from "Carmen,"
one of the most popular operas
of all time, will be sung in French
and will
utilize supertitles in
English to enable the audience to
follow the story. Featured singers
are Stocktonians Raquel Esparza
as the voluptuous gypsy,
Carmen, and Ron Schrieve as the
tormented Don Jose, along with
Juanita Jones as the angelic
Micaela.
"Amelia goes to the Ball,"
Gian-Carlo Menotti's first opera,
has been set in the Chicago of the
Roaring 20's, and features
Richelle Triglia as Amelia,
Matthew Castle as her husband,
Mark Jackson as her lover, and
Jussi Buckbee as the police chief.

Others in the cast include Ava
Williams, Bernadette Hayes,
Natalie Wilson, Juanita Jones,
Allie Alderson, John Gipple,
Kristi Seagle, Robert West, Jewels
Gates, Rie Kikuchi, Kathleen
Madigan, Mary Kugelman and
Thomas Prather.
In addition to the wonderful
music and outstanding voices of
the singers, you will delight in the
costumes fashioned by Richard
de Marcos, Stockton Opera's cos
tume designer. Mark Ross Clark
is the director, George Buckbee is
musical director.
Seating is non-reserved.
General Admission is $6.00 (cash
or check); UOP students and
children 12 and under will be
admitted free of charge. Tickets
can be purchased at the door or
in advance at two locations in
Stockton: Memory's Dance 8c
Theatre Shop, 2222 Pacific
Avenue, and Stage Two, 155
Lincoln Center (Pacific Avenue 8c
Benjamin Holt Drive). Call (209)
946-2415 for more information

Ode to the Bradys:
KPAC starts grooviny
Sam Wick
Staff writer
The 90's are a bad decade
folks. Even the Bradys are having
it rough. Little Bobby became
paralyzed in a car crash on the
short lived drama "The Bradys"
(in my opinion any show that
tried to pass Martha Quinn off as
a Brady deserved to be canned).
Mike, the Brady dad, was outed
as homosexual, but worse, derid
ed the show that made him
famous as pop culture drool.
Greg admitted to smoking pot
and that he had the hots for
Florence Henderson (yuck!).
Next thing you know we'll find
out that Sam the butcher was a
vegetarian.
It's time to slip back to a sim
pler Brady Bunch. So break out
those bellbottoms (or if you
don't have a pair go buy one at

the Gap) and striped shirt and
give a listen to "It's a Sunshine
Day: The Best of the Brady
Bunch"(MCA Records). There
they are in their flower power
finest belting out the hits that
made you weak in the knees way
back in 1974. Who can forget the
"Do-re-mi" of the Brady Bunch
where the gang plunked down
150 samoleons to record the
unbelievably groovy track in Mr.
Dimsdale studio, "We Can Make
the World a Whole Lot Brighter."
But then disaster struck and
Peter's voice cracked. Greg being
the expert singer-songwriter that
he is composed "Time to
Change" punctuated by Peter's
wobbly cracking voice. The result
is pop music history.
So listen to the Schmoo show
every Wednesday from 10 p.m. to
midnight and listen for a five year
old Cindy lisping "Frosty the
Snowman."

CAMPUS EVENTS
THURSDAY, APRIL 22
UOP Founders Day, Morris Chapel, 10 a.m.
Delta Sigma Theta Bake Sale, McCaffrey Center, 11 a.m.
World Hunger and the Response of International Organizations,"
professor Arif Gamal, School of International Studies Spring
. Lecture Series, George Wilson Hall, 4:30 p.m.
"The Evolution of a Conservationist," Professor Richard Tenaza,
Faculty Research Lecture, Classroom Building Room 170,
7:30 p.m.
UPBEAT film: "Malcolm X," McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m.
Student Recital, Luana Bramham, violin, Recital Hall, 8 p.m
FRIDAY, APRIL 23
Hmong Student Association General Dance, Raymond Great Hall,
5 p.m.
UOP Gallery Artist Reception, 7 p.m.
UPBEAT film: "Malcolm X," McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m.
Student Recital, Juanita Jones, soprano, Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
SATURDAY, APRIL 24
A Day on the Green: Spring Break II, Static Attic on Hand Hall
lawn, 1-5 p.m.
UPBEAT film: Malcolm X,' McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m.
ASUOP Nightclub, Static Attic, 8 p.m.
Student Recital, Catherine Roe, saxophone, Recital Hall, 6 p.m.
SUNDAY, APRIL 25
UPBEAT film: Malcolm X," McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m.
Student Recital, Jana Taylor, cello, Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
MONDAY, APRIL 26
"Privatization and Social Justice," professor Carlos Vilas, School of
International Studies Spring Lecture Series, George Wilson
Hall, 3:30 p.m.
R.O.A.D. program meeting, Classroom Building 104,6:45 p.m.
TUESDAY, APRIL 27
R.O.A.D. 8t S.H.A.C. Mocktails Contest, McCaffrey Center, 10:30
a.m.
UPBEAT film: "Lawrence of Arabia," McCaffrey Center Theater, 8
p.m.
Student Recital, Tony Paz, clarinet, Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28
UPBEAT film: "Lawrence of Arabia," McCaffrey Center Theater, 8
p.m.
UPBEAT Comedy Club presents A1 Lubel, Static Attic, 8 p.m.
Student Recital, Pacific Saxophone Quartet, Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

Pacific celebrates
Founders Day today
UOP is celebrating Founders
Day today with a program of
speakers and special events.
Activities will begin at noon in
Morris Chapel with a service
conducted by Chaplain Mark
Zier. President Bill Atchley will
speak on "Founders of the
Future."The annual Heritage
Society Program and luncheon
begins at 1:15 p.m. in Raymond
Great Hall. The program will fea
ture an address by Dr. Robert
Armour, assistant general secre

tary of the United Methodist
Board of Higher Education and
Ministry in Nashville, Tennessee.
Armour
will
speak
on
"Persistence of Vision in United
Methodist Education." University
benefactors will also be honored
during the program.
Founders Day will close with
the student-faculty basketball
game scheduled for 4 p.m. in the
old gym. Halftime entertainment
will be presented by this year's
Band Frolic winners.

^Writer
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of Delta Delta Delta can be seen walking on April 24 to
' Gore Perrin Scholarship Fund for their spring philan
y donations will be collected by each Tri-Delt before t e
Ik will begin at 11 a.m. in front of the Tri-Delta house
e around 1 p.m. The total length of the walk will consist
donations will be collected up until the Friday be ore t
>re Perrin Scholarship Fund is for any national Tri-Delta
demonstrates achievement in academic record, P31"*1
(r and campus activities and has financial nee • n
50 $500 and six $1,000 scholarships were awarded.
1 is planned from 12:30 to 2 p.m. on the ront aw
day of the walk. Food and beverage will e avai a .
toward Tri-Delt's spring philanthropy in name o
"o Tri-Delta anytime before Friday.

"STAY ON COURSE"
At UOP's
SUMMER SESSIONS
AFFORDABLE
$590 TO $1,180 PER COURSE (2 TO 4 UNITS)

ACCESSIBLE
CONVENIENT REGISTRATION
NO ADMISSIONS APPLICATION NEEDED

AVAILABLE
lMERICAN

THREE SESSIONS (4 TO 5 WEEKS)
WIDE RANGE OF COURSES
LIBERAL ARTS, BUSINESS, EDUCATION*, ENGINEERING, MUSIC
SUMMER I-MAY 24; SUMMER II-JUNE 28; SUMMER III-AUGUST 2
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True to the Red, White and Blue
Our new administration has been in office long enough now
that I can no longer call it "new" but must refer to it as "pre
sent." Everyone is aware of how I feel about their policies so I
won't get into a subject which is already perfectly clear. What I
do want to talk about is the empathetic spirit which has some
how become the norm in this country. These attitudes that
Americans have somehow adopted over the last couple of
months are down right un-American and make me nauseous.
What I really want to know is when the word "can't" was
entered into our constitution in big, bold type? It now seems
that Americans are under the impression that distinct limita
tions have been set on us that prevent the average individual
from raising above the rest. Matter of fact, if you are to prove
your worth and God forbid, be financially successful, you will
be punished by the government in the form of increased taxa
tion. The government, by doing this, is sending us a message
that it is bad to strive for individual advancement. They would
prefer that everyone had the same road to hoe. Excuse me, but
doesn't that sound a lot like communism? Wake up people,
that road is closed due to heavy construction. Our present
administration would have us think that their policies of giving
a handicap to those Americans who have fallen behind the
pack is fair. I'll tell you what is fair: natural selection.
Sometimes you just have to let the strong survive. Now
before you all get your panties in a bunch, what I just said
doesn't mean that we should eliminate the members in our
society who are less fortunate. I'm not talking about survival of
the fittest through the elimination of weak members of the
species. What I do mean is if an individual is able to leave the
pack due to the abilities that he or she has acquired, he or she
should be commended for their efforts and not punished by
the people who have been left in a state of perpetual medioc
rity. Now doesn't that sound like common sense?
In today's American society, our present administration has
instilled in us the feeling that we should be held responsible for
its sins. These sins are obviously reflected by a trillion dollar
deficit that threatens to cripple the American way of life
America's economic stagnation is not a product of the previous
Republican presidencies, but grew from the corruption that
existed in the spending procedures in the democratically domi
nated Congress.
So where does the present administration get off commend
ing school children when they have fund raisers in order to
eliminate the bills that Congress has rung up for us? What the
government is doing is wrong. They are sending a message to
the youth of America that we should be giving the government
more money. When in reality, that's the last thing we shoulc
do, because they don't have the first clue as to how to manage
it. It's like extending a kid's credit limit on his/her first credit
card after they went out on the motherload of spending sprees
bringing the store home in alligator bags.
As a graduating senior, all I've heard is there is nothing out
there for me and that I might as well just stay in school for the
next couple of years instead of wasting my time in a stagnant
job market. I say save it. "Over? Who said it was over? Was it
over when the Germans bombed Pearl Harbor? Hell no!" Get
that pathetic whining out of my face. I don't want to hear it.
Nobody said it was going to be easy, but then again when has it
ever been?
This may be melodramatic but our country was founded by
people who were willing to fight adversity. In today's society the
government would like us to believe that it is permissible to lay
down and die. Just let Uncle Bill take care of everything and it
will be all right. Once again, save it. I submit that it can be
done.For example, a fellow graduating senior by the name o
Cory Clemetson has just successfully negotiated his first CF
(Canadian Football League) contract. He is also a licensee
agent in the CFL and has obtained his California real estate
license. He has successfully piloted the largest student func
raiser in UOP history while receiving statewide television, radio
and newspaper coverage.
What makes his already impressive achievement so ornate is
that he has done all this as an undergraduate. June 1st he starts
an internship with one of the largest sports agencies in the
country and from there, the sky's the limit.
The point is if you put your mind to it and understand that
you will face rejection at least once you will reach the goals that
everyone says are unattainable. We still have three-plus years
before we can get the incompetents out of office. Until then, we
have to make the best of the situation and use some old fashion
American spirit to do it. God bless America.

I he Pacifican encourages letters to the editor on both topics
covered in the newspaper as well as concerns on campus.
I he Pacifican reserves the right to edit all submitted mate
rials for length, libel and clarity. All submissions must be
typed, less than 300 words and clearly signed with a verifiahle signature, and telephone number. Please submit letters
at least one week before publication to The Pacifican, Attn.
Opinion Editor, third floor Hand Hall.
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LETTERS
Dear Editor,
I'm writing this as a response
to the "Letter to the Editor"
which appeared in the April 8
edition of the Pacifican. I was
outraged by the criticisms that
were posed by visiting assistant
professor Mel Thomas. After
reading the letter, I was uncertain
what Mr. Thomas' point was. He
did not even once attack any of
the stances that Mr. Kolken has
taken in his articles. All he man
aged to do was criticize some of
the errors that Mr. Kolken has
made during his term as opinion
editor. What I concluded is that
Mr. Thomas probably was
offended by something that Mr.
Kolken has said, and therefore
decided to direct a personal
attack on Mr. Kolken, the indi
vidual, rather than attack

Dear Editor,
It was really good to hear Mr.
Thomas say what I have been
thinking for close to a year now.
The Pacifican really should evalu
ate whether or not they want to
turn their weekly paper into
something of substance or if they
want to continue to publish the
trash that comes from Matt
Kolken's opinion page.
I am a lesbian and for obvious
reasons I prefer to remain anony
mous. I doubt that Mr. Kolken
will have the guts to publish my
opinion considering the fact that I
represent those factions that he
continuously makes the target for
his jabs. I submit that the
Pacifican's opinion page is a
forum for a right wing fascist
such as Mr. Kolken and that in the
future UOP students should be
given a Liberal voice to speak the
truth.
Because Mr. Kolken is in con
trol of the opinion section the real
students of UOP are left without
representation. He refuses to print
our side while maintaining that
the Pacifican is a paper represent
ing the UOP community.
Every week I read his page only
to be continuously infuriated by
what he has the gall to write
about. Because of Mr. Thomas I
feel that now I have been given
the courage to speak freely about
my homosexuality.
If Matt Kolken really represents
a large group of UOP students I
think the University should evalu
ate its admission policies. Who
could take his application seriously?
I know this letter will not be
read by anyone other than Mr.
Kolken because he will block it
from being printed, but I feel that
it was necessary for me to act on
the feelings of rage that he has
invoked in me.
Anonymous

EDITOR
Kolken's opinions which were the
cause of his discontent.
There is one thing that Mr.
Thomas needs to understand.
The opinion page is a form of
representation. Those views
which appear on the page,
although they at times are con
troversial and unfavorable,
express an individual's opinions
which have every right to be spo
ken.
I certainly can't say that I've
agreed with everything that Mr.
Kolken has said, at times it is
obvious that he has put very little
thought into what he writes.
However, I have to respect Mr.
Kolken for his abilities to outrage
his readers. As an opinion editor,
one of Mr. Kolken's primary
duties is to make sure that he is
read. You may not like Mr.
Kolken, nor his opinions, but
there is one thing that has
become perfectly clear from your
letter; you read his page, and you
do so religiously.
One thing that I've noticed
during Mr. Kolken's tenure as
opinion editor is that he is always
receiving either hate mail or
Kudos. This is a tell tale sign that
he has formed a following. If
you've ever been around the
Summit or the dining halls, many
a time the topics of conversation
are what appeared in "From the
Left" or "From the Right." I think
it is fair to say that Mr. Kolken
has elevated himself to cult status
on the UOP campus. He is the
man we love to hate.
Mr. Thomas, you are entitled
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to your opinion by law. . I think
it's about time that you grow up
and realize that Mr. Kolken is
just another student who works
part time for a student run, non
profit newspaper. The Pacifican
isn't the Times or the Chronicle.
Finally, to Mr. Kolken, please
don't be discouraged by the ramblings of a discontent visiting
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RrerkerVre many 3Spects of
Breckenridge which make it great
Place to visit. The first obvious
reason to travel there is for the
skiing The Breckenridge Ski
Resort, located west of town, has
three peaks between 11,000 and
13,000 feet. There are 1600 acres
of skiing with 112 trails and 16
lifts. Half of the trails are for
advanced skiers, with the others
gearing toward intermediate and
beginners.
The weather during our visit
to Breckenridge was ideal for
skiers. Snow fell almost every
night, but a lot of it melted dur
ing the day. Unfortunately, I do
not ski, so there was not much to
do except school work, this article
and enjoying the cabin which
Tough Guy" has been living in
since his graduation from Pacific
in December.
After hangin' out all day, the
three of us usually enjoyed the
night life of Breckenridge.
Downstairs at Eric's, Tiffany's and
the Hearthstone are just a couple
of restaurants which also double
as drinking establishments
Heinekin for $2 and appetizers of
large shrimp for .50 cents each
gives the patron good prices and
a friendly atmosphere.
One of the best parts of
Breckenridge is how it serves the
people who like to party. Every
night of the week, there are spe
cials at different bars which vary
from free pool, to $1 drafts. "We
lose track of days here," Tough
Guy said, "except Monday's.
That's because we get free pool at
Pounder's."

eni0yable

way"
relax after a day of skiing. Each
^r we visited truly gaVt~he
charm of the town. Whether
located in an old Victorian
home, or at the top ofamounain, each Breckenridge saloon
has its own style and ambiance
gave us the sense of, well,
as corny as it sounds, home. It is
truly the town for the party ani
mal.
A residential area about five
minutes south of Breckenridge is
where we stayed during our visit.
The snow-covered trees and ten
foot snow drifts were awesome to
wake up to every morning.
Driving in the snow around the
cabin was just as awesome.
Slipping and sliding in "Tough
Guy's" 1976 Bronco passed some
of the days away.
Driving through huge puddles
and running over snow piles was
fun, but not like the ofif-roading
on the Delta in Stockton.
(Reminder: Read the Delta
Report.)
In the middle of my trip,
Breckenridge was hit with a fero
cious snow storm. The big differ
ence in this storm was that thun
der and lightning accompanied
it. Employees of the ski resort I
talked to were praying that it
would continue, so they could
get the next day off. According to
Breckenridge workers, it was
only the second thunder/light
ning storm which was mixed
with snow. Usually, these storms
only occur once a year.
The one day I was looking for
ward to fHe whole trip was our
trip to Central City.
This town is one of two in
Colorado which has legalized
gambling is the last two years. As

graph, a moment.
The steady crunch, crunch,
crunch of my steps makes all the
noise there is; it's almost as if I
walk in crusted snow. Deep sand
swallows my boots; I sink to the
laces.
Unable to keep a normal pace,
I lose my handle on time and dis
tance - everything seems to slow.
I reach high on my pack and
adjust the tension on the frame,
pulling the load closer to my
r
. ° .
/- 1
:
back. Twin slats of aluminum
press firmly, uncomfortable,
against shoulder blades and hips.
This is one of the advantages of
an internal frame pack - the mis
ery can be relocated.
Usually it's just a trade-off
between shoulders and hips. But
just now body and mind seems at
odds-my body moves, yet I ques
tion whether it's in dreams or
reality. I need the pain to know
I'm still alive. Descartes' cognito isn't
I think therefore I am - isr
enough down in the canyons I

live by sensation, by touching
cactus spines, by tasting dry
grasses and listening to leaves in
the wind.
A dead raven splayed headlong
in the sand shakes me into a
wakeful pause. I bend down and
sweep the sand from its back.
Outstretched wings, crazily bent
neck - the oil-black corpse is
unlike any other dead bird I've
ever seen. Its eye still glares, burn
ing with a cold, dark luster, black
er than black, a midnight hole to
the center of the bird and beyond
- a portal to something distant
like the stars.
A hundred explanations can
be made for the raven's eye - all of
them cool, rational and soothing.
But an ice water shock charges
my skin, dashing reassurances to
bits - thirty paces up the wash I
see a second raven twisted into
the sand at the same horrid,
neck-breaking angle.
The canyon grows colder;
rocks darken to deep grays and
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blackjack and video poker.
Our
°°k"
trip to Central City started with a
one hour van trip. Once we got
there, the town and its small casi
nos took care of us. The only
drawback to the trip was how I
did not come out even, and all
the free drinks we got for five
hours. It seems just a blur right
now.
Breckenridge is obviously
great during the winter, and late
spring and summer also make
the town a nice place to visit. The
Breckenridge Golf Course,
designed by Jack Nicklaus, is an
18 hole course which gives play
ers great green fairways and a
beautiful mountainous back
ground. It is the only course
designed by Nicklaus which is
open to the public.
The Alpine Slide at the
Breckenridge Ski Resort is very
similar to the one at Boreal Ridge
in Tahoe. The slide is a concrete
semi-circle track which is attain
able by a chair lift. At the top, you
get in a four-wheeled sled and go
to the bottom. Watch out
though, because if you go too
fast, a nasty crash could come
about.

by
Matthew Riley Neuenburg
From the home office in Gilroy, Calif., garlic
capital of the world, here are the top ten signs to
panic before finals week.
10. You walk into class and the teacher says the
bathroom is next door.
9. Mahatma Gandhi sounds like a drink with an
umbrella in it.
8. They're harvesting mushrooms off your
textbooks.
7. Your roommate lets you know that your crib
sheets made really good cigarette paper.
6. You forgot where your class is.
5. The teacher announces that blue books
written in crayon will not be accepted.
4. You're not sure if Lincoln was a president or
an architect who built log houses.
3. You ask the teacher if test answers can be
pantomimed.
2. Your study group consists of Jabba the Hut,
Maynard G. Krebbs, and Butty the Vampire
Slayer.

And the number one sign to panic before finals day..
1. There's no Cliff's Notes book on the
philosophies of Buddhism in Eastern Iowa.

Delta Report

Breckenridge Colorado was
almost a perfect location to
spend Spring Break. School was
Allie McHugh
getting very stressful for me, and
Feature Editor
the small skiing town helped me
relax and ready for the stretch
This week's Delta Report will not focus on the San Joaquin Delta. Instead,
run for school. The only down
I would like to look at the popularity of fishing nationwide. Besides the Delta,
there are locations in California and the America's which can give fishing
side of my whole trip was the 15
experts good times and big catches.
consecutive games I lost in
Two weeks ago, I was watching CNN, when a feature story on fishing was
Scrabble to "Tough Guy" and
shown.
The only difference in the kind of fishing shown in the story was the
Kara. I know that Spring Break is
people used no poles or fishing line. Instead, the men used their hands and
a year away, but make your reser
caught large catfish.
vations now for Breckenridge. It
The first thing these fishermen did were wade out in three feet bf'yKater.
is a town for everyone, whether )r' After dttraCfftig the catfish with food, they used their fast hands to caVcfi the
you want to ski, or just relax from
lunkers. After only two hours of hand-fishing, the group caught about eight
the outside world. Check it out!
fish, weighing a total of 50 pounds.
It's worth it!
Enough of the easy way of catching fish. A pole and fishing line are defi

maroons. Long vertical streaks of
black replace softer tones of
white. Shadows surround the
bird and me - and we are here as
in a strange pool of light, flight
less, bonded in that that makes
the sand seem alive. The bird
sinks, then slowly disappears into
the dunes. Wind rushes down
from the rim, swirling behind
me, around me, burying my feet
in the drifting sand. A rank smell
like rotted apricots singes my
nostrils, waters my eyes. I need
out of here. I need out of here
fast.
For the first time I want to
turn back and take the trail which
took me here. Nerves jangle;
blood races; I feel a flushness in
my cheeks, a warmth in swollen
hands...Fear and ecstasy mingle whatever it is that frightens me
draws me onward, too. Pulled, as
if on a string, I hurry deeper into
the canyon, toward some release,
some escape that I am not certain
is there.

nitely the way to go for most people who fish. One of the more popular fish
ing areas in the U.S. is the deep south. Large mouth bass are the most abun
dant fish in the south. Bass boats (as seen on the Delta) travel on thousands of
fresh water lakes looking for the big catch. To see large bass caught on these
lakes, tune in to The Nashville Network at 6 pm on Sundays for "The
Bassmasters."
My favorite spot for fishing is Baja California. Even though I have not been
there in six years, there are memories which have stayed in my mind. One day
the boat 1 was on, "La Mosca," caught five large Dorado. These fish look like
small dolphins, and are known in parts of the world as "Mahi Mahi."
Dorado are not the only kind of fish found south of the border. Cabrilla
and Toro, along with Dorado, are great eating for people who like seafood.
The main reason people travel to Mexico is for sport fishing. Blue and Black
Marlin, Sailfish and the very large Grouper put up tremendous fights and can
fight for up to two hours.
One time, my father came back from fishing with three large Groupers. He
said he caught them trolling on top of the water, but the expert fishermen on
shore thought differently. It was later found out that my dad traded gas for
the fish, and lied about how he caught them later. Everyone had a laugh after
my Dad announced the truth. Sorry Pops!
Have a great week, and we will talk the Delta again soon.
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Lodi Symphony Chorus present
concert featuring Mozart to Aladdj

Stockton Rocks —
A place to rock but not much else

Restaurant Review

Michelle Gillette
Entertainment Editor
Bored any night of the week? If
you're 21 and over, Stockton
Rocks can accommodate you.
The drinks are generally over
priced and the music not too
great, but it is located nearer to
UOP than practically any bar. It
is also one of the few Stockton
bars that offer dancing.
In my experiences at Stockton
Rocks, when first approaching
(after being asked for an ID and
cover charge), you will be accost
ed by a hazy, dark atmosphere. If
in need of a drink, you will com
pete for the attention of a slightly
rude, generally too-busy bar
tender. I have waited for up to 20
minutes just to get the bar
tender's attention, never mind a
drink. Usually it seems like
Stockton Rocks is filled with a
random combination of Stockton
townies, UOP students and scary
people that you can't even
describe with words.
After finding

a seat at the bar

Pepperoni's, maybe?). The "burg
or a table, if you're a girl, you will
probably be asked to dance by ers 'n' beer" special continues to
some scary guy who smells, has be one of the best things the
greasy hair and some odd combi Rocks has to offer. For only $5,
nation of clothing including you get all the food and beer you
Hawaiian shirts and leather jack can eat and drink.
In addition to the dance floor,
ets with fringe. The Rocks has
revolving lights on the dance Stockton Rocks also has two pool
floor which can make you feel tables, an air hockey game and a
somewhat nauseated while you basketball game. There is also a
dance or just blind you if you're special offer on some nights
sitting nearby. The DJs practically called "The Chair," which for $2,
never play your requests, but you sit in a dentist's chair and
instead will play whatever has have the alcohol of you choice
been overplayed on the radio poured down your throat.
Although I think Stockton
(especially Techno).
A cover charge is almost Rocks can be annoying because
always required, no matter what of their cover charge and the ran
day it is, how late it is, or how dom people who hang out there,
many people are there. The bar it also can be a lot of fun to dance
tenders are pretty annoying, but or play pool. Don't expect to be
able to talk to you friends too
the waitresses or shot guy are
almost always friendly and help much — the music's way too
ful when making your drink loud. Check it out for yourself
selection. Stockton Rocks does and see what you think.
Stockton Rocks is located on
have a fun disco night on
Wednesday, where you can jive to the corner of Pershing and
your heart's content. It is also March, 4555 N. Pershing (near
starting a "UOP Party" night on Smart Foods). For more infor
mation, call 952-3474.
Thursdays (competition with

mtpmjp

Music

KPAC Top 5
1. Pornos for Pyros,
"Cursed Male"
2. Pornos for Pyros,
"Cursed Female"
3. God Machine, "Home"
4. Stereo MC's,
"Connected"
Depeche Mode,
"Higher Love"

Schmoo Top 5
1. Cindy Brady, "Frosty the
Snowman"
2. Raymond Scott, "Dinner
Music for a Pack of Hungry
Cannibals"
3. Don Ho, "Tiny Bubbles"
4. Housemartins, "Me and
the Farmer"
5. Zap Mama, "Brrlak!"

PDQ. Bach,

A broad musical range from
Mozart to "Aladdin" has been
chosen by Maestro Ronald Marks
for the May 8 concert presented
by the Lodi Symphony Chorus.
Opening with "Kyrie" from
the Mozart "Mass in C Minor,
the concert's first half will include
John Rutter's "Gloria" and
"Three Songs: Opus 104" by
Brahms.
Two spirituals, "Elijah Rock
and "All My Troubles" open the
second portion of the concert.
This is followed by "The Queen
to Me a Royal Pain Doth Give by

Week of April 22

and Closes w

^

medky

from Disney VWadd,a
The 8 p.m. concert will be held

itional
in the United Congregat
Christian Church, Hutchins and
Tokay streets, Lodi. Tickets at the
door are $12 for adults and $6 fo
students of all age, Tickets for
adults are $11 at the Music Box
and Avenue Florist, Lodi; the
Music Box, Stockton; and
Gottschalk's Music Centers in
Stockton, Sacramento and

Madera.
.
Students will be admitted free
to the May 7 dress rehearsal at

as will

accompanying a c,."
dren. Otherwise J
dance is $5.
' "K
A reception hon0rillC)l
rus and its conduct* J}
the concert. The Lodj 1

Association „

bf

membership drive and
tion will be availabl, "
He at tk
cert, as will ticket i„f0
and the concert schedm'®
year's season. For fUrttl
mation, write to '

at P.O. Box 2716, Lodj
call 334-4004.

ASTROLOGY

By Rob Brt,

ARIES (MAR. 20-APR. 19): What do you want ^
Shack watches
any final decisions. When all the terminal grown-ups are collec mg i
ecow,
irs of volunteer slavery, maybe you'll be launching your sixth succes
_ jf
TAURUS (APR. 20-MAY 20): The Force will be with you- and so will the harce
it you mess withthed.

-.
r^vvrtant miestions to address before you become tempted to attachta
ImpoZce" Tof teSme
,o change deodorants or the color of your eyebrows? Should
entirewardrobeor justiMlfoHt?^ ^ ^ ^^ ^

glint ofgold ovCTto the leff It rauld be a false alarm- maybe only fool's gold - but I'd like to steeryouove,
investigate. Gossip floating around the astrological community suggests jhat itcould e g den goose.
CANCER (JUNE 21-JULY 22): Say a prayer for my chances in the lottery.
y y
-radio-n?,
conglomerate and exercise my democratic rights to saturate the world with my version o the news. With mying five billion or so, I'd give each of my Cancerian readers a bundle — on the condition that you usedii,

Director, Anderson Y Center

A

major focus of the Anderson Y Center is participating in our
"neighborhood," whether it be around the corner at Cleveland
School, at the Park Village Housing Project or the new

Children's Museum in the center of Stockton. One of the ways we par
ticipate is by introducing our neighbor businesses to our campus
friends and vice versa. For some time we've been sharing coupons to
Big Joe's Books on Miracle Mile and the Blackwater Cafe on Yosemite.
We also love to recommend De Parsias Delicatessen on Alpine.
A new great spot (discount cards are available at AYC and at the Y
table in McCaffrey Center on Thursday noons) is the Eden Square
Cafe on the corner of Eldorado and Acacia. Owner John Vasula has
put together a great coffee house. The dramatic yet airy feeling of the
interior is accented by a good view of Eden Park across the street.
Vasula's specialties are espresso drinks and delicious pastries. Recently
Vasula added a super menu for lunches and light dinners (until 7
p.m.). The spinach salad, black bean chili, wonderful sandwiches and
much more have become popular repastes for lunch goers.
Vasula is a local. Raised in the Delta, he worked at the Fish Market
and the Hatchcover before doing stints in Portland and Seattle. His
tour in the Northwest is evident with the wholesome atmosphere he
has created.

Entertainment Editor
UPBEAT is working to make
this spring as fun as possible for
UOP students! Coming this
Saturday, the Static Attic is pre
senting "A Day on the Green,
Spring Break Part II."
In an effort to keep spring
break from being forgotten, the
Static Attic will be moving out
side onto Hand Hall lawn for an
afternoon of live music, volley
ball, free drinks and lots more.
Remember to come play in the
sun this Saturday from 1 to 5
p.m.
Also planned for this Saturday
is a trip to the San Francisco
Golden Gate theater for a mati
nee performance of the musical

"Annie." The show will begin at 1
p.m. and participating students
can do whatever they like in the
city afterwards. Tickets for this
event are only $6 and can be pur
chased in the McCaffrey Center
game room.
On Wednesday, April 28, the
UPBEAT comedy club will be
presenting A1 Lubel. Lubel was
not only the 1988 "Star Search"
champion, but has also appeared
on such shows as "Comic Strip
Live," the Showtime "Comedy
Club Network," the "Johnny
Carson Show" and MTV's "HalfHour Comedy Hour." Lubel will
be performing in the Static Attic
nightclub at 8 p.m. next
Wednesday.
For more information on any
of these events, call Angela
Charles at 946-2233.

The Pacifican is Accepting
Applications for Editorial and
Writing Positions for Next Year.
GET

UNITS OR GET PAID!*
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Don't stop churning out all those stranger than-fiction truths.

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22): I love to pretend I live in a city where convenience stores sell sacred booksar:
ing bulls carved by Native American geniuses and live herbs that cure everything from asthma to loneliness. An.
I'm fantasizing that you'll read this and be inspired to send me your own fresh hot fantasies at Box 150247,Sail fjtfl C0

CA 94915.
i.
LIBRA (SEPT. 23-OCT. 22):If there's anything wrong with you, it won't be fixed by punching your pillow,Ts
therapy will be to take your attention off yourself and throw it onto people who re in more pain than you. If y:feel antsy, read each of the other signs' messages and do what it says.
SCORPIO (OCT. 23-NOV. 21): The anesthesia is wearing off. When you come to, you might feel a throbs,
in your wallet, but otherwise you'll be as good as new — maybe even better if you consider how much nicer
your shadow is now. What you've just learned is a lesson you'll never see advertised in one of those million-dot
second commercials that equates sex appeal with the acquisition of consumer goods. Sometimes fate's way ok
you into a sexier person is to take something away from you.
Do you like sport;
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22-DEC. 20): Any publishers or patrons out there? I'm trying to find an outletic:
unpublished masterpiece, the Macho Feminist Bible. Here's a taste of the kind of wisdom you'll find therein: " interest in statistics
the meek that shall inherit the earth, but rather the well-disciplined pleasure-seekers who have balanced the he. with the media? The
and feminine sides of their own natures and mastered the fine arts of working at their play and playing at theirl information departm
CAPRICORN (DEC. 21-JAN. 19): One reason I've been put on this earth is to coax you into putting les la jn fQr hardworkil
authorities like me. Study the following query carefully, then briskly flex your freedom of choice: Would you: . ,
'
: "'
have love hit you upside the head, knock your feet out from under you, or kick you in the butt?
'ln C S udents to
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20-FEB. 18): Still your thoughts, mortal, and listen hard! It is I, the Psychic Judge! Drive:; lne 1993-94 school ye
Future sophon
of your heart, and cease your attempts to talk yourself in circles! It is I, the Psychic Judge! I have come
quality of your self-love! And
juniors are preferred
beware, for I have found it lacking! Therefore, I demand that you fall down on your knees this instant andbe- welcome. Work-stu
worship yourself! Disobey me and I will be forced to make you face all the shocking beauty you have hidde:
and academic interns
yourself!
PISCES (FEB. 19-MAR. 19): If you could get an innocent man freed from
prison just by eating a bowk Contact Kevin Messe
information direct
worms, would you do it? And how about if you could win a mansion by agreeing to have both your
Would you believe me if I told you that you could have anything you want if you'd just ask for it in an unself-- 2479, or stop by tl
of voice?

searchin
for stuck

(Bannister Hall.

UPBEAT plans spring events

Michelle Gillette

MattNeuinbui

money for the dream project you've been postponing.
LEO (JULY 23-AUG. 22): I'm thinking of writing a screenplay about a character that s modeled after you.T CfXAft S
no way I could make up stuff that was any more entertaining than what you're already doing. I laughed!
then cried till I hiccuped as I watched you play the game of love after all the rules changed. Keep up the goct
_

Fran Abbott

*Day on the Green\ San Francisco trip
highlight activities

Softba

Look for us at the Asparagus Festival!

WHEN DR|«
CALL A FRI

1993 Seville. STS

K

See our current and classic Cadillacs on display for:
exciting games and, drawings for valuable prizes
from Stockton businesses!
Also, join us today, at noon, in the McCaffrey Center
for more prize drawings!
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Don Mann's
Downtown Regional
Car Center

Changing the way you think about American Automobiles"
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'Writing positions can be taken for units but are not paid. Only

editorial positions can choose between pay or units.
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Softball shuts out#5Long Beach State
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David Perkins

SportsEditor

Senior Staff Writer.
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The soccer playoffs are finally here.
This year's soccer season has gone very
well. We have two leagues this year.
They are co-rec and men's league. This
is how the playoffs are shaping up:
MEN: Bogorosso will get a first
round bye, SAE will square off with
Scooter's Scotties and Archania will play
Norml. In the second round, the winner
of the Archania-Norml game will
receive a bye and Bogorosso will play
the winner of the SAE-Scooter's Scotties
match. The final game will be Sunday at
4:15 p.m. on the sunken field.

I the first game as she threw a four-

^ti
952*l,

hitter, struck out four and walked
m It was her sixth win of the year.
The offense was on as well. UOP
collected eight hits in the first game,
listen McDowell scored two runs,
while Mieko Nagata and Reeve Fuller

each had two hits.
wony. rmnoUsk.
Freshman Kim Marsh secured the
'hack watches in rec
rtv, l
^
er.
°gnition o[. second shut-out for the Tigers. She
held Long Beach to just three hits
lC
lfy°u mess with the des
u,
and walked only one.
' me tempted to attach tnT
brows? Should you throw ou^
Pacific took control of the second

game in the fourth inning. The team
Of the comer ofyoureye l„(l
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ut I d like to steer you wert^
two runs. With bases loaded, Nicole
e|
1 be a golden goose.
buymyownTV-radio-newsw Parker and Audreena Mauga both
tonlof the news. With my J singled, scoring two runs that the
condition that you useditassea -

Pacific Softball enjoys the luxury of the new Bill Simon field.

49ers could never recover from.
Softball also faced UC Santa
Barbara last weekend at home. The
team split with the Gauchos, losing
the first game 7-4. UOP held a tworun lead for five innings until UCSB
exploded with seven runs in the top
of the sixth. Pacific got revenge in
the following game though, when
Lea Lopez locked up her eighth win

of the season with a 1-0 victory.
Lopez pitched the entire game and
struck out four while only giving up
four hits. Alicia Buettner batted
Parker home for the winning rim.
The Pacific Softball team is now
16-21 and 8-13 in the Big West. The
Lady Tigers play this weekend in San
Jose to take on the conference-rival
Spartans.

SOFTBALL: The softball season is
well underway. Unfortunately, we have
been asked to reschedule some games,
so the standings are a little botched up.
But I will give it a try.
MEN A LEAGUE: Hanabada Patrol

MEN B ORANGE: Great Day To
Be Alive is undefeated while SAE
Pledges have a record of 2 and 1.
CO-REC: This league is much like B
Black; not many games have been
played. I will update this league next
week.
WOMEN: Delta Gamma and Theta
each have a 1 and 1 record.
UPCOMING EVENTS:
There will be a volleyball open gym
coming up on April 25 and May 2.
Contact the office for more informa
tion. The Ultimate Frisbee tournament
will be held on April 23. The entry
forms are due no later than April 21.
Tennis anyone? The tennis tourna
ment will be held on April 23-24.
Entries close April 21.
The golf tournament will be on April
30. Entries are due by the 29th.
The intramural department is
accepting applications for next year's
supervisor positions. Come to the IM
office for information and an applica
tion.

Goodbye Joe- San Francisco left it's heart in Montana

Information
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for Joe Montana? The city
doesn't seem to care about any
thing but their hailed hero from
the sky who led a franchise that
was basically lost to four Super
Bowls. Okay, Bill Walsh may
have had something to do with it,
but have you ever seen Bill throw
a football?
San Franciscans don't care
about the Giants. Cities like
Tampa Bay would sell their chil
dren for a major league baseball
team, where Friscans won't even
pay lower than average ticket

prices to attend games.
The Warriors? Whenever
they're expected to actually win
games is when everything seems
to fall apart for the team that
hasn't seen a center since they
traded Robert Parish. No one
even notices Golden State unless
the team reaches the second
round of the
, only to go
down m five.
How about them 'Niners?
Let's think about this. Did any
one care when O.J. Simpson was
running around in gold tights?
Remember when the team won
two games in a season? What
Friscans remember is Joe
Montana. The championships
were synonymous. The fans
didn't cheer for the team, they

Seniors...Don't Forget
Last Day to Order
Graduation Announcements is
Tomorrow in McCaffrey Center

ival!

:ville. STS

PERSONALIZED
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ft

lay f°r:
prizes

routed for Joe.
Perhaps Montana could be
characterized as the Larry Bird of
football. He's not a brain surgeon
and he doesn't always look like
the epitome of athleticism, but
the guy could play. He could daz
zle, amaze, and when the other
team that was ahead with two
minutes to go lost at the gun, all
that could be said was, "It was
Joe."
Does any of this explain why
for the past three years the success
of the 49ers has been second to
the recovery of Mr. Montana?
During summer training last
year, Montana throwing six pass
es would be top headlines, while
the rest of the team practiced for
six hours. Go figure.
The simple truth remains that
San Francisco cares about three
things: the arts, civil rights and
Joe. That's the only rationale that
would explain the daily Montana
saga. It's a soap opera that
would've been canceled by now
in any other city, but the bay loves
its Joe.
There was trouble in paradise,
though. The 49ers organization
was set to have their latest MVP
quarterback lead the team, but
suddenly the mighty warrior had
returned from the dead and
wanted to play. What would they
do with Cinderella Joe? If the
coaching staff wasn't going to
play Montana, he's more than
paid his dues to the franchise and
deserved to go to a contender like
Kansas City. Some athletes were
not meant for the bench. Am I
falling into one of the endless
debates between who's the better

quarterback, Joe Montana or
Steve Young? Two words for the
folks at home: four rings.
What I won't fall into is the
superfluous hype on the glories
and abilities of Young. Until he
backs it up on the field, he's just
another above average quarter
back. Sure, he's gifted and talent
ed, but how many trophies has
that won For Clyde Drexler or
Dominique Wilkins? Teams win
games, not players. Montana was
able to utilize and bring out the
best in his teammates. What has
Young instilled? What leadership
has he displayed? The charge that
he should be named the starting
quarterback has been the only
attack he's ever led.
The scenario I would love to
see acted out would pit the
'Niners against the Montana-led
Chiefs in the Super Bowl.
Derrick Thomas would take out
Young after one his trademark
"running like chicken with his
head cut off" scrambles. From
the bench Young could witness a
general on the field who brings
about team unity instead of bick
ering. This same soldier would
collect his fifth ring. The one he
would've collected had he not
gone down in the championship
game three years ago.
So what should the 'Niners
have done? It's ridiculous to
think that someone else can play
the 49er offense better than the
person it was designed around,
but if you're looking toward the
future, the logical choice was to
keep Young. Though logic some
times has little to do with sports
(ask Kirk Gibson about hitting a

bottom of the ninth inning
home-run on knees he couldn't
even feel), from the business per
spective you'll have more years
with Young at this point, so that's
where the money should flow.
You can't pay them both $3 mil
lion.
The only ones who seemed
confused about this situation
were the 49ers themselves. The
endless tirade of wishy-washy
statements from the front office
shed little light and only cast a
shadow over the once glowing
organization. First they backed
Young and told Montana to find
a home. Then they wanted a
good trade for the rights to
Montana, so they wouldn't let Joe
go to just anyone. After one
whimsical event after another,
they abruptly changed their
stance and were willing to offer
Montana the starting QB posi
tion. Now that's rich. Why
hadn't they thought of that six
months ago? Montana wasn't
buying it and neither was the
public. The results will still have
Joe going to play in the AFC.
However, the repercussions of
having to explain to Young why
the coaching staff was so willing
to offer Montana "his" role have
yet to be determined.
The chaotic situation has how
ever kept the Bay Area media
happy, since the only thing the
readers seem to care about are
stories about Joe. This will surely
generate plenty of story material
for the upcoming football season.
Joe Montana is to San Francisco
what Cindy Crawford is to
Dennis Leary.

S—T—R—EE—T—C—H
Your Student Budget Each Month

, Center

oiles

CO-REC: Ataxics will get the first
round bye, the Tri/Phi Delts will face
Grace, and John B will go against The
Free Agents. The second round will see
either the Free Agents or John B get a
bye, and the winner of Tri/Phi Delt will
play Ataxics. The final will be Friday at 5
p.m. on the sunken field.

MEN B BLACK: All teams are fairly
equal in this league. To this point, all
teams have only played one game. SAE
and Phi Delt came out with a win.

; Sports

r that s modeled after you. There's
Iready doing. 1 laughed till I cried
changed. Keep up the good work.

Judge! I have come to appraise

and SAE are on top of the league with
no losses, Easy Money and Archania
have one strike against them.
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Intramural Update

. Currently seeking healthy,
highly suitable individuals to
donate Life Saving Plasma
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APRIL 19-23
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MCCAFFREY CENTER

Stockton Plasma Center
246 E. Church St.
Stockton, CA 96203
465-0284

Miles Inc. will compensate Vou for your
Jme spent donating Plasma which
VAV $120
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THE Crossword
ACROSS

1 Peak
4 Outbreak
8 Shoulder
garment

13 Air-show stunt

15 Voice
16 Cards not
dealt
17 Stravinsky
18 Chowder item
19 A»r. antelope
20 First line of
quote
23 Exceedingly
24 Put on board
25 Trade Center
twins
28 Asner role
29 Steak order
33 Roman roads
34 "...can —
horse to..."
36 Gun an engine
37 More of quote
40 Courtship site
for grouse
41 Cleans house
42 Bridal
appendage
43 Formerly once
45 Canonized
one: abbr.
46 Hanger items
47 First or cut
49 Ode
50 End of quote
57 About,
58 Emerafd Isle
59 —45
60 Author of
quote
61 Hoarfrost
62 Actor Blore
63 Lecher
64 Plane support
65 Dashboard
letters
DOWN
Dismounted
Trademark
Swimming
place
Indy entrants
Combined
metals
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6
7
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Oliver's pal
Mortgages

Horse
Loftier

Viking name

Actress
Anderson
12 Football
positions
14 Maxim
21 Practiced
22 Riyadh denizen
25 Book jacket
feature
26 Remaining
27 Calendar
divisions
28 Festina —
30 Bellowing
31 Equip a ship
anew
32 Actor Maurice
34 Eavesdroppers
35 Rand work
38 Keen relish
39 Facial
expression
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ANSWERS

Writer for 'Th<

—
V7 s

NBC has hired an
„ Brien, to replace D:
Comedy and talk show.
O'Brien, who worl
,e" and has most re
;0medy "The Simpsot
television. "Late Nigh
tising revenues.
NBC decided to ar
introduce O'Brien on
step into a position he
dllion contract to CE
lis own late-night con
NBC is emphasizin
creator of the enorm
executive produce.
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Stylish
Okla. native
Change
— donna
Rules
Cetacean genus

52 Material
tor hats
53 Tight grasp
54 Standard
55 Shear
56 Engrave

U.S. Divided a

As President Clintc
Americans in an Asso
word too often. But
strong leader.
The leadership me;
push an agenda of cha
November. Forty-nir
itrong leader, 37 perce
But 48 percent say
ompared with 34 per
oint.

One-quarter of th
respect his leadership,
than others to fault hi:
The national poll c
CR Survey Research <
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U.S. Instigate!

HOP BOOKSTORE SPRING TENT SALE

Ton «*
Books!

Electrifying
Electronic
Values!

Reduced up
to 80% off
of retail

Calculators
Watches
Stereos
Cameras
Personal
electronics

Clearance ^

"Blue Light Special"'

L

Saving

On the lawn just north of the McCaffrey Center

Dictionaries
Kids Books
Mysteries
Art Books
And More!

j

The United State
Jugoslavia on Mond
'°ngress for "a strong
Clinton's desire fn
Surpri^ Lparer

Thursday
4 pm to 6 pm

J

Clim

But That's
Computer Clearance!
Hardware • Software
Printers • Supplies

Bloomin9 Bargains!
Special pricing on plants
and flowers

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

vendors will b eft ,3.
• • „tinl Th<

Enjoy Huge Discounts on
UOP Clothing
Gifts
Stuffed Animals
Back Packs
Art Supplies
Stationery
And Much More!
0

Shop early for best selection.
Whatever is left gets BLOWN OUT on Thursday!
w w

Many of

Not^All!

EVERYTHING MUST GO!!

'fter th

participate nemb
in this M >»*
clearance kch
Special savi»l
will literally'
if0' Th

trucked W

you to ta^e
away'

The
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Last Resof
Thursday Ni$
6 pm to 7 V0

Big Al's Aliens

